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Main Driver

Background

Process

To increase the visibility of the Research Office,
both locally and nationally, as an effective and
dynamic environment for the development,
management and delivery of primary and
community care research

The Research Office supports seven CCGs,
two community organisations and CRN
Eastern with 120 studies per year.
We recognised early on that social media
could support successful engagement with
multiple organisations. Despite this, from
2014 to mid-2016, we continued to shy away
from using Twitter because of concerns about
potential corporate risk.

Aims:
• communicate timely, accurate information
about Research Office, and partner
organisation, activities and successes to
target audiences
• promote opportunities for the public and
patients to take part in research studies
• monitor NHS research activity nationally
• sustain existing, and develop new, strategic
relationships relevant to primary and
community care research

In the meantime the national use of Twitter
grew exponentially and there was a growing
feeling from team members that we were
being left behind!

In September 2016, 3 members of the
research team pushed senior managers to
support and embrace the use of Twitter.
A controlled approach, which reviewed
all Tweets and restricted the number of
Tweeters, was introduced to manage the
transition and give confidence that risks were
being addressed. A Social Media Policy was
developed by the team in January 2017 with
SMART objectives devised using the National
Social Media Toolkit.
Two evaluations have provided a solid
foundation.

What we found

Where are we going?

• Enhanced team working, national and local networking and relationship building
• Increased ability to support CCG’s Duty to Promote Research and increased website activity
• Changed the way we designed other reports and promotional material, with increased use of
photographs and diagrams
• Personal development for the 3 team members who led our modest revolution

• Increased work with eastern partners - both
NHS and academic
• Retraining whole team to build increased
confidence in ability to Tweet
• Leading more of our own campaigns, like
#ResearchResolutions18, and exploring use
of Instagram and Facebook
• Linking with more primary care research
groups
• Mapping followers against identified
stakeholders from the Jan 2017 baseline have we missed any important groups?
• Revisiting our original objectives and setting
new direction for 2018-2022
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Clara Yates and Andy Ross make a pledge for #FabChange week

Impressions

What helped along the way?
November 2017

May 2017

Hosted #whywedoresearch Tweetchat
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Top tweets in terms of Impressions and Engagements
Topic

Month

Impressions

Engagements

August

3711

124

October

3476

40

December

3202

44

Dissemination Fab piece @lowjournal: benefits of taking part in research - Norfolk Diabetes Prevention #whywedoresearch

July

2574

16

Dissemination Health disparities and clinical trial recruitment: Is there a duty to tweet? Perspective in PloS #whywedoresearch

May

2346

32

Strategic
Strategic
Strategic

Tweet text

Design a clinical trial: A 5 min ‘play’ from National Museums of Scotland to help people understand research
process
We’re a bit late to the party but getting ready to share our pledges for #FabChangeWeek @FabNHSStuff
#whywedoresearch
Clara and Andy have fulfilled their #FabChangeWeek pledge to provide our CCG colleagues @SouthNorfolkCCG
@NorthNorfolkCCG with evidence about service integration! @FabNHSStuff #whywedoresearch

December 2017

May 17

Impressions: the number of times a Tweet was seen | Engagements: active clicks and retweets

• A cross team approach, management’s
confidence in staff and team training
• Introducing frameworks for operating to
reduce the fear of corporate exposure
• Getting agreement from CCG and getting
help and information from those that had
gone before
• Regular updates on activity and dedicated
agenda slots on operational meetings for
feedback, planning and celebration of
success
• Having faith that if it had worked for others
then it would work for us
• Recognising that this needed time

